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ABSTRACT
Aim In contrast with findings in amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis (ALS), cognitive impairments have as yet not
been shown in the lower motor neuron variant of motor
neuron disease, progressive spinal muscular atrophy
(PMA). The objective of this study was to investigate
cognitive function in PMA and to compare the cognitive
profile with that of ALS. In addition, visuospatial
functions were assessed comprehensively; these tests
are underrepresented in earlier neuropsychological
investigations in ALS.
Methods 23 PMA and 30 ALS patients (vital capacity
>70% of predicted value) underwent
a neuropsychological assessment adapted to motor
impairments: global cognitive and executive functioning,
psychomotor speed, memory, language, attention and
visuospatial skills. The results were compared with age,
education and sex matched controls and with normative
data.
Results Compared with controls, PMA patients
performed worse on attention/working memory (digit
span backward), category fluency and the Mini-Mental
State Examination. Compared with normative data, PMA
patients most frequently showed impairment on three
measures: letterenumber sequencing, and immediate
and delayed story recall. 17% of PMA patients showed
cognitive impairment, defined as performance below
2 SDs from the mean of normative data on at least three
neuropsychological tests. In ALS, similar but more
extensive cognitive deficits were found. Visuospatial
dysfunction was not found in PMA and ALS.
Conclusions 17% of PMA patients have executive and
memory impairments. PMA with cognitive impairment
adds a formerly unknown phenotype to the existing
classification of motor neuron diseases.

INTRODUCTION
Cognitive impairments have been found in patients
with motor neuron disease with upper motor
neuron (UMN) involvement: 30% of patients with
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and a fair
proportion of patients with primary lateral sclerosis
have executive and memory deﬁcits.1e4 Whether
this holds true for patients with only lower motor
neuron (LMN) signs is unclear.5 Progressive spinal
muscular atrophy (PMA) is an adult onset
progressive LMN disorder. There is still debate on
whether PMA is a distinct disease entity or
whether it represents one end of the spectrum of
motor neuron diseases. In favour of the latter claim
are the clinical, genetic and pathological features
170

that PMA shares with ALS.6e9 We therefore
hypothesised that PMA patients may exhibit cognitive impairments in similar domains compared to
ALS. PMA seldom starts in bulbar neurons. As
cognitive impairments have been found to be
related to bulbar onset ALS in some studies,
cognitive impairment may not be encountered as
frequently in PMA compared with ALS.10e12
The main objective of this study was to explore
the occurrence of cognitive dysfunction and its
clinical correlates in PMA in comparison with that
of ALS. In addition, we aimed to further deﬁne the
cognitive proﬁle of ALS by measuring visuospatial
functions. Visuospatial tests are underrepresented
in earlier neuropsychological investigations in ALS
and thus the presence of visuospatial deﬁcits is
unclear.12 13 Visuospatial dysfunction may be
suspected in ALS as patients with other disorders
affecting the motor system (eg, Parkinson’s disease
or dystonia) have shown visuospatial deﬁcits.14 15

METHODS
Subjects
Patients were recruited between January 2007 and
January 2009 from the outpatient clinics of the
Academic Medical Centre, Amsterdam and the
University Medical Centre Utrecht. Spouses and
friends of patients were asked to participate as
controls. We chose this control group to ensure that
it would be matched for education and age, which
are important variables that may inﬂuence cognitive measures.
The medical ethical committees of the hospitals
approved the study. Written informed consent was
obtained from all participants. Included were PMA
patients who fulﬁlled the criteria as described
previously6: (1) a disease duration of less than 5 years
from the time of diagnosis; (2) clinical and electrophysiological evidence of LMN involvement in two
or more of four regions (bulbar, cervical, thoracic and
lumbosacral); (3) no conduction blocks on nerve
conduction studies; and (4) no clinical UMN signs
and symptoms, including forced yawning, crying
and laughing, clonus of masseter reﬂex, (sub)
clonic myotatic reﬂexes, HoffmanneTrömner sign,
extensor plantar response or spasticity. All patients
with ALS included in the study were classiﬁed as
probable or deﬁnite according to the revised El
Escorial criteria.16 Patients and controls were
excluded if they had dementia according to
consensus criteria (Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders, American Psychiatric
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Association 1994 and LundeManchester criteria17), a history of
another neurological disorder associated with cognitive impairment, a vital capacity lower than 70% of the predicted value (to
prevent bias of respiratory compromise on cognitive
measures),18 severe dysarthria or anarthria, or if they were
unable to push a button with the index or middle ﬁnger of their
dominant hand. Patients had to speak Dutch ﬂuently and they
had to be free of psychoactive medications.

Clinical assessment
The Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis Functional Rating Scale
(ALSFRS-R) was used to evaluate the functional status of the
patients.19 To assess UMN involvement, an unvalidated scale
was used that summated myotatic and pathological UMN
reﬂexes and pseudobulbar affect. The scale is a modiﬁcation of
the scale used by Ellis et al (table 1).20
In addition, the following clinical variables were assessed: site
of onset (bulbar of limb); degree of bulbar involvement (deﬁned
as a score below 4 on one or more of the bulbar items of the
ALSFRS-R); disease duration (deﬁned as the time between the
ﬁrst symptom and the neuropsychological assessment); vital
capacity (percentage of predicted value: predVC); and years of
formal education.

Neuropsychological assessment
Neuropsychological tests were administered in a ﬁxed order
with rest periods if needed. To further avoid a negative effect of
fatigue, testing was done in an outpatient clinic in the vicinity
of the patients9 homes.
Premorbid intellectual ability (National Adult Reading Test,
Dutch version, DART), global cognitive functioning (MiniMental State Examination (MMSE)) and six cognitive domains
were tested: attention and working memory, executive functions, psychomotor speed, memory, language and visuospatial
abilities (for neuropsychological tests and references, see
appendix A, available online). Five tests relied on speed: Stroop
Test Parts A (word naming), B (colour naming) and C (word
interference on colour naming), category and letter ﬂuency. The
Stroop Test Part A was used to control for a possible negative
effect of dysarthria on the ﬂuency tests by generating the

measure ﬂuencyemotor speed corrected, according to the following
formula (for letter ﬂuency):
Letter fluency  motor speed corrected
ð180eðtime per word for Stroop part AÞ*fluency scoreÞ
¼
fluency score
Where ﬂuency score¼total amount of produced words with
letters K, O and M in 180 s (60 per letter). The time per word for
Stroop Part A is the mean time (in seconds) it took the subject to
pronounce a colour word. A similar formula for category ﬂuency
was used.
The Stroop Test Part B (colour naming) and C (word interference on colour naming) were not accommodated for motor
impairment. These tests were used to calculate the Stroop
interference time (Stroop CeStroop B, not motor speed dependent). The mental rotation task is described in detail in appendix
B (available online). The Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale
(HADS) was used to examine symptoms of depression or
anxiety.21

Statistical analyses
Differences in demographic and clinical characteristics between
the PMA and ALS patients and the control group were analysed
using a two group t test. When data and their log or inverse
transformations were not normally distributed, non-parametric
ManneWhitney U tests were used to analyse differences
between groups. The c2 test was used to analyse nominal
variables. Differences between the scores for neuropsychological
measures of PMA and ALS patients and the control group were
expressed in Hedge’s g effect size. By convention, effect sizes of
0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 are considered small, moderate and large,
respectively.22 A second set of analyses was performed to
examine the cognitive deﬁcits in a manner similar to clinical
practice. Standard scores, either scaled scores (mean 10; SD 3) or
T scores (mean 50; SD 10) were derived from available normative
data in test manuals. Normative scores were taken from the
following sources: Stroop Colour Word Test and RBMT, http://
www.neuropsycholoog.nl,23 COWAT and category ﬂuency,24
BNT25 and MWCST.26

Frequency of cognitive dysfunction
Table 1

Upper motor neuron scale

Reflex, symptoms

Presence

Score

For each reflex: biceps,
triceps, knee jerk, ankle jerk

Absent
Barely visible
Clearly hypoactive
Slightly hypoactive
Normal
Slightly hyperactive
Clearly hyperactive,
not clonic
Subclonic
Clonic
Hyperactive or preserved in
a wasted muscle
Present
Absent

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

For each of the following:
Hoffman signs (one or two-sided),
extensor plantar responses
(one or two-sided), clonus of
masseter reflex
Pseudobulbar affect*

7
8
8
4
0

One or more present
4
All absent
0
Normal score=16 (range 0–48)

*Pseudobulbar affect=forced crying, laughing or yawning.

J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 2011;82:170e175. doi:10.1136/jnnp.2009.204446

A test score was considered impaired if it was more than 2 SDs
below the mean score of the normative sample, after correction
for age, gender and, if possible, education. Cognitive dysfunction
was considered to be present if performance on more than two
neuropsychological tests was impaired (measures without
adjustment for motor impairment (Stroop Test Parts A, B and C)
were excluded from this analysis). This criterion ensured that
less than 5% of the control subjects would be impaired. In
addition, the criterion minimises the possibility that impaired
performance reﬂects a chance ﬁnding due to the large number of
measures employed.

Demographic and clinical variables associated with cognitive
impairment
To identify variables associated with cognitive impairment, ALS
and PMA patients with and without cognitive impairment were
compared using the following variables: age; education; HADS
total score and subscores; disease duration; ALSFRS-R (including
a bulbar sum score); site of onset; and predVC. A possible
relation of UMN signs with cognitive impairment was explored
in three ways: ﬁrstly, performance of the PMA and ALS
patient groups on the neuropsychological tests were compared;
171
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secondly, in the PMA and ALS patients together (MND
patients), the UMN score was compared between MND
patients with and without cognitive impairment; and thirdly,
within MND patients, correlations between the UMN score and
performance on the neuropsychological tests were analysed.

RESULTS
Demographic and clinical characteristics
Twenty-three PMA patients, 30 ALS patients and 24 age, sex and
education matched controls were included. Age, sex distribution,
years of education, DART-IQ estimate, HADS scores and the
ALSFRS-R were not signiﬁcantly different in patients and
controls (PMA vs controls, ALS vs controls and PMA vs ALS)
(table 2). The median sum score of the three ALSFRS-R bulbar
items (normal score¼12) was 10 (range 6e11) in ALS patients
and 12 (range 9e12) in PMA patients (p<0.05). The UMN score
was higher in ALS compared with PMA patients (p<0.001).

Neuropsychological performance of PMA and ALS patients and
control subjects
Compared with controls, PMA patients performed worse on an
attention/working memory test (digit span backward), category
ﬂuency and the MMSE. Compared with controls, ALS patients
showed impaired performance on attention/working memory
(letterenumber sequencing), category and letter ﬂuency, Stroop
Test Part B (not corrected for motor impairment), visual
memory and naming (table 3). Effect sizes ranged from negligible to moderate (table 3). There were no statistical differences
in performance on the neuropsychological tests between the
PMA and ALS patient groups. Not all patients completed the
neuropsychological battery: two visuospatial tests were not
performed by some patients due to fatigue, technical problems
(one ALS patient, one control) and disease progression (not being
able to push a button) between the moment the patient decided
to participate and the neuropsychological investigation (two
ALS patients, one PMA patient).

Frequency of cognitive dysfunction
Individual performance compared with normative data showed
three measures that were most frequently impaired in PMA and
ALS patients: letterenumber sequencing, and immediate and
Table 2 Demographic and clinical characteristics of patients and
controls
Characteristic

PMA (n[23)

ALS (n[30)

HC (n[24)

Sex (m/f)
Age (y)
Premorbid IQ
Education (y)
HADS anxiety
HADS depression
HADS total
Disease duration, months
ALSFRS-R (max. 48)
Bulbar onset, No. (%)
Bulbar region affected*, No. (%)
UMN scorey

17/6
62.0 (9.3)
99.3 (16.2)
13.6 (2.5)
4.4 (2.6)
4.1 (2.5)
8.4 (4.8)
27.5 (18.0)
41.6 (3.8)
0
5 (22)
14,7 (4,6)

18/12
61.2 (11.8)
103.5 (15.6)
13.8 (2.6)
4.2 (2.8)
4.4 (3.5)
8.6 (5.8)
21.5 (11.2)
40.3 (4.6)
10 (30)
19 (57)
29,7 (5,7)

12/12
59.8 (11.8)
108.2 (18.2)
13.9 (2.1)
4.6 (2.9)
3.5 (3.8)
8.1 (6.1)
e
e
e
e
e

Values are mean (SD), unless stated otherwise.
*Bulbar region affected was defined as a score below 4 on one of the bulbar items of the
ALSFRS-R.
yUMN score, sum score of myotatic and pathological UMN reflexes and pseudobulbar
affect (range 0-48, normal score 16).
ALS, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; ALSFRS-R, Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis Functional
Rating Scale-Revised; HADS, Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale; HC, healthy controls;
PMA, progressive spinal muscular atrophy; UMN, upper motor neuron.
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delayed story recall. In the remaining tests, the frequency of
impairment was 10% or lower (ﬁgure 1).
Seventeen per cent of PMA patients, 27% of ALS patients and
4% of controls displayed cognitive impairment, deﬁned as
a score >2 SD below the mean of normative data on at least
three neuropsychological tests (table 4). Except for the Stroop
interference condition and the Rey Auditory Verbal Learning
Test recognition, impairments on all tests were observed in one
or more of the eight cognitively impaired ALS patients. Tests
that showed impairments in at least 50% of the cognitively
impaired PMA and ALS patients were letterenumber
sequencing, and immediate and delayed story recall.

Clinical variables associated with cognitive impairment
The cognitively impaired ALS patients had more often bulbar
onset compared with the ALS patients without cognitive
impairment (p<0.05). None of the PMA patients had bulbar
onset. One of the four cognitively impaired PMA patients and
six of the eight cognitively impaired ALS patients had bulbar
involvement (NS). Cognitively impaired ALS and PMA patients
did not differ from patients without cognitive dysfunction with
respect to age, education, HADS total score and subscores,
disease duration, ALSFRS-R, predVC or UMN score. When PMA
and ALS patients were analysed together (n¼53), the UMN
score did not differ between patients with and without cognitive impairment, and nor did the UMN score correlate with any
neuropsychological test score.

DISCUSSION
Cognitive dysfunction in PMA
This study is the ﬁrst to demonstrate cognitive dysfunction in
a relatively large cohort of PMA patients taking into account the
potential negative inﬂuence of motor impairment and respiratory
compromise on the neuropsychological assessment. Group differences between PMA and controls were found for attention/
working memory (digit span) and category ﬂuency. Seventeen per
cent of PMA patients showed cognitive impairment, with attention/working memory (letterenumber sequencing) and story
recall being most frequently abnormal. Some tests showed group
effects while they were not the most frequently abnormal tests.
This inconsistency may result from a signiﬁcant proportion of
patients that have subclinical levels of impairment (eg, in category
ﬂuency) yielding group differences, but no individual impairments.
The cognitive impairments in PMA patients, together with
similar ﬁndings in ALS and PLS patients, suggest that extramotor cerebral involvement is present in MND regardless of the
presence or absence of UMN signs.1e3 Indeed, when PMA and
ALS patients were analysed together, no correlation between the
degree of upper motor neuron signs and the presence of cognitive impairment could be demonstrated in this study. One earlier
study also examined cognitive functions in PMA with adaptation of tests to motor impairment and exclusion of patients
with respiratory weakness. This study did not show cognitive
deﬁcits. However, it may have been underpowered with 12 PMA
patients undergoing eight neuropsychological tests.5
In the present study, PMA patients were found to have
executive dysfunction with impairments on tests of category
ﬂuency and digit span backward. The proﬁle of executive
dysfunction is supported by the results of the letterenumber
sequencing test, a working memory task that was the most
frequent abnormal test compared with norm scores in our PMA
patients (22%). This is in agreement with impairments of
attention and working memory in patients with ALS in our and
other studies.13 27e30
J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 2011;82:170e175. doi:10.1136/jnnp.2009.204446
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Table 3

Neuropsychological test results in patients and controls: raw scores, p values and effect sizes

PMA (n[23)

ALS (n[30)

HC (n[24)

p Value
PMA vs HC

MMSE

28.1 (1.5)

28.3 (1.5)

29.0 (1.0)

0.04

Attention/working memory
Digits forward raw score
Digits backward raw score

7.4 (2.0)
4.4 (1.9)*

7.7 (2.4)
5.2 (1.7)

8.4 (2.2)
5.8 (1.7)

9.4 (2.6)
5.1 (1.1)

9.1 (2.9)
4.9 (1.1)

107.1 (35.6)
52.0 (25.0)

WCST categories
Perseverative errors
Non-pers. errors
Fluency
Category motor speed corr. (s)
Letter motor speed corr. (s)

p Value
ALS vs HC

Effect size
(Hedge’s g)
PMA

ALS

0.09

0.70

0.53

0.11
0.01

0.24
0.22

0.47
0.76

0.30
0.35

10.3 (1.5)
5.5 (0.7)

0.19
0.12

0.10
0.04

0.42
0.43

0.49
0.62

121.4 (57.8)
52.7 (40.2)

103.3 (31.7)
47.8 (27.4)

0.70
0.60

0.18
0.62

0.11
0.16

0.37
0.14

5.6 (1.1)
7.3 (6.5)
2.1 (3.3)

5.3 (1.2)
8.2 (6.3)
3.0 (4.1)

5.5 (0.8)
6.8 (5.9)
1.9 (2.0)

0.51
0.66
0.60

0.66
0.42
0.86

0.10
0.08
0.07

0.19
0.23
0.32

2.0 (1.1)
4.1 (1.9)

2.0 (1.0)
4.3 (1.8)

1.6 (0.5)
3.4 (0.9)

0.04
0.19

0.04
0.04

0.46
0.47

0.48
0.60

Psychomotor speed
Stroop A time (s)*
Stroop B time (s)*

43.3 (7.8)
55.1 (14.2)

54.2 (25.5)
68.7 (27.0)

44.7 (5.9)
55.4 (8.7)

0.50
0.93

0.12
0.04

0.20
0.03

0.50
0.62

Memory
Doors A (visual recognition)
Doors B (visual recognition)

10.3 (2.1)
6.1 (2.0)

9.6 (1.6)
6.0 (2.6)

9.8 (1.8)
7.4 (2.4)

0.32
0.06

0.80
0.05

0.25
0.58

0.12
0.55

15 words test direct recall
15 words test delayed recall 20’
15 words test recognition

39.0 (12.6)
7.4 (3.8)
13.8 (1.2)

43.1 (10.9)
9.0 (3.5)
13.8 (1.7)

43.3 (7.7)
8.6 (2.7)
14.0 (1.4)

0.16
0.23
0.51

0.95
0.64
0.64

0.41
0.36
0.15

0.02
0.12
0.12

RBMT story immediate recall
RBMT story delayed recall

16.6 (5.5)
12.2 (5.0)

16.3 (6.6)
13.1 (6.3)

16.7 (4.6)
12.9 (4.5)

0.93
0.63

0.82
0.91

0.02
0.14

0.07
0.04

Language
Boston naming test

54.3 (5.9)

53.7 (5.5)

56.6 (1.6)

0.07

0.02

0.53

0.67

Visuospatial functions
JOLO
DAT space relationsy
Mental rotationz hand (ms)
Mental rotationz letter R (ms)

26.2 (4.4)
27.7 (18.2)
1937 (1017)
932 (298)

24.8 (4.5)
24.7 (20.1)
1808 (625)
910 (329)

26.1 (4.0)
25.1 (17.7)
1897 (936)
841 (193)

0.97
0.65
0.90
0.26

0.24
0.93
0.71
0.41

0.02
0.14
0.04
0.37

0.30
0.02
0.10
0.25

Numbereletter sequencing score
Span
Executive functions
Stroop C word interference on colour naming, time (s)*
Stroop interference time (Stroop CeStroop B) (s)

Values are mean (SD). One sided p values of <0.05 are considered significant (two group t test), shown in bold. Negative effect sizes reflect impaired performance compared with controls.
*Speed dependent tests, not motor speed corrected.
yn¼19, 26 and 22 in PMA, ALS and HC, respectively.
zn¼16, 23 and 21 in PMA, ALS and HC, respectively.
ALS, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; DAT, Differential Aptitude Test; Fluency motor speed corr, motor speed corrected; HC, healthy controls; JOLO, Judgement of Line Orientation; MMSE, MiniMental State Examination; MWCST, Modified Wisconsin Card Sorting Test; PMA, progressive spinal muscular atrophy; RBMT, Rivermead Behavioural Memory Test.

As executive dysfunction, including ﬂuency deﬁcits, has been
demonstrated in patients with depression,31 it is worth
mentioning that our PMA patients did not show signs of
depression, and no differences in depression or anxiety scores
were shown between PMA patients with and without cognitive
impairment.

Cognitive dysfunction in ALS: memory
It has been suggested that in ALS retrieval is predominantly
affected and recognition/encoding is relatively intact. Retrieval
requires integrity of the prefrontal cortex for its executive
component. Indeed, in ALS, both prefrontal dysfunction and
J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 2011;82:170e175. doi:10.1136/jnnp.2009.204446

free recall problems have been shown.1 32 33 However, our
ﬁndings in ALS patients indicate that in addition to retrieval
(story recall), recognition is impaired, as the Doors B test
showed group effects in ALS patients compared with controls.
The Doors B test does not rely on active retrieval but on
passive recognition and its results are more speciﬁcally related
to the process of encoding. Therefore, impairments on the
Doors B test in ALS patients suggest that encoding deﬁcits
may also underlie memory impairments in ALS.1 10 12 13
Whether encoding deﬁcits in ALS are related to hippocampus
dysfunction or attention deﬁcits, or both, needs to be studied
further.
173
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PMA

the course were very mild, corroborates earlier ﬁndings that
cognitive impairment does occur in MND patients with isolated
limb involvement.39 The potentially negative effects of dysarthria on neuropsychological measures are therefore not applicable to the great majority of PMA patients in this study.1 In our
ALS patients, cognitive impairment was related to bulbar onset
but not to bulbar involvement.11 These results show that in
MND patients bulbar onset predisposes to cognitive impairment
but is not a conditio sine qua non.
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Figure 1 Percentages of patients and controls with abnormal scores:
lower than 2 SDs below the population mean. Tests with abnormal
scores in less than 5% of progressive spinal muscular atrophy (PMA)
and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) patients are omitted. HC, healthy
controls; MWCST, Modified Wisconsin Card Sorting Test.

Cognitive dysfunction in ALS: visuospatial functions
In the present study, no visuospatial abnormalities were found in
ALS (or in PMA) patients compared with controls. We used more
sensitive tests (eg, space relations) compared with earlier studies
that employed solely the judgment of line orientation or the
Visual Space and Object Perception battery.1 27 34 35 Therefore,
the ﬁndings of the present study demonstrate the ‘frontotemporal’ cognitive proﬁle in non-demented ALS, as memory,
language and executive dysfunction were observed while
visuospatial dysfunction was absent.2 13 27 33 35e37

Comparison of the cognitive profiles of PMA and ALS
In both PMA and ALS patients, category ﬂuency deﬁcits were
found. Also, in both PMA and ALS patients, diverging results
regarding executive tests were found: impaired ﬂuency (letter
and or category ﬂuency) and normal results on the modiﬁed
Wisconsin Card Sorting Test and Stroop interference tests. This
pattern is in agreement with other neuropsychological studies in
ALS33 36 and it emphasises the different pathways in the executive system which may be selectively involved in MND.28 In
addition to executive deﬁcits, in ALS, but not in PMA, the
cognitive proﬁle includes recognition and language deﬁcits.27 38
The MMSE was signiﬁcantly lower in PMA patients but not in
ALS patients compared with controls. However, differences
between the MMSE scores were negligible and have thus very little
clinical signiﬁcance. In addition, the MMSE has a strong ceiling
effect in controls (ie, cognitively normal people perform (almost)
perfectly, resulting in small variance of scores in controls).

Bulbar involvement
The ﬁnding of cognitive impairment in our PMA patients, in
whom bulbar symptoms were absent or if they occurred during
Table 4 Number of impaired tests and percentages of
patients and controls demonstrating impairments
No of tests impaired

PMA (%)

ALS (%)

HC (%)

0
1
2
$3

52.2
17.4
13.3
17.3

50
20
3.3
26.6

75
12.5
8.3
4.2

ALS, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; HC, healthy controls; PMA,
progressive spinal muscular atrophy.
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Upper motor neuron involvement
This study shows that MND patients have cognitive impairments that are not per se related to the presence of UMN signs.
One must bear in mind that the absence of (bulbar or spinal)
UMN signs does not exclude UMN pathology in MND: pyramidal tract pathology in the spinal cord may go undetected in
PMA patients and is only identiﬁed at autopsy.9 Indeed, it is
interesting to examine whether cognitive deﬁcits predict the
development of UMN signs (ie, ALS). However, this requires
a longitudinal study which is beyond the scope of this paper.

Strengths and limitations
Strengths
Firstly, bias due to severe motor impairment, dysarthria and
respiratory dysfunction were minimised in our study design.
Secondly, a wide range of cognitive domains were measured,
including three tests assessing different visuospatial abilities.
Thirdly, two analytical procedures were applied to assess
cognitive function (ie, comparison with normative data and
comparison of neuropsychological performance with a matched
control group).

Limitations
Firstly, some normative datasets are of better quality than
other datasets (eg, correction for education is not possible for
every test). Secondly, our criterion for respiratory failure was
based on vital capacity only (VC <70% of predicted value),
which is a widely used and validated measure. However, this
may not have entirely excluded those patients with incipient
respiratory failure. Currently, other methods are known to
have a higher sensitivity to asses respiratory failure in MND
(eg, SNIFF nasal inspiratory pressure). Thirdly, patients with
MND may complain of fatigue which may inﬂuence neuropsychological scores negatively. We tried to exclude fatigue
as much as possible by appropriate timing and setting of
the neuropsychological examination. However, as we did
not quantify fatigue, we cannot completely exclude such an
inﬂuence on our data.
Finally, as we took data from a clinic based cohort, recruitment bias may be suspected. However, in The Netherlands, the
great majority of patients with (suspected) MND, and not just
‘special’ cases, are referred to specialised clinics (eg, Amsterdam
and Utrecht) to verify the diagnosis. We estimate that the
proportion of patients who refused to cooperate with the study
was about 20e30%.
In conclusion, in this study, executive dysfunction and verbal
recall deﬁcits were demonstrated in PMA. In ALS, similar but
more extensive cognitive deﬁcits were found. The cognitive
impairments in different MND phenotypes may contribute to
understanding the extramotor involvement and the heterogeneity within the MND spectrum.
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